INTRODUCTION
Humans are social creatures in essence, who have basic traits within them, one of which is to survive. One of many ways for human to survive is to gather or making a group. Humans gather at first based on a common interest. The gathering of humans into a group starts with several people in a family, then such group expand and unite with other groups. Humans at the time realize that the more their numbers within the group increased, the higher their chance to survive.
As civilization develops, the purpose of human coming together also became broader, from merely to collect food, seeking shelter, reproduce and other things, now humans gathered to form an organization which could deliver their demands. Humans that gathered create a larger organization called a nation. The essence of the forming of nations is due to humans basically have similar demands or interests and dislikes , and therefore an agreement is established among the people within that group so that one of them become their leader.
To gather which is a basic human trait causes society that has formed a social contract with its neighbors unable to relieve themselves to form a group that has similar view inside the nation. People ask their rulers to establish a policy to accommodate similar ideas and behaviors in their groups, thus the rulers create a policy wher the people can establish society based organizations.
The nature that a nation is formed due to humans has similarity doesn't guarantee that humans in said nation will have common mind, thus those humans establish groups within the country to accommodate their ideas. Society creates community organizations. Those organizations who are meant to accommodate ideas within the society frequently engaged in activities that disturbs general order. This is due to ideas in said organizations differs from policies or ideas held by the rulers at the time. Therefore the rulers who are absolute in nature are obliged to maintain national stability according to the rulers' will.
As the ages goes by, the conception of a nation developed from a single absolute ruler into a division of power shown by checks and balances system that we know as trias political. This division of power takes form of institutions with three authorities, which are the legislative institution who makes laws, the executive institution who executes the law, and the judicative institution who upheld the law.
In the context of Indonesian administration, the law is a provision and regulation made by the government, legalized by the parliament, signed by the head of state and has a binding power. In accordance to the Indonesian ground norm, legislation must follow the principles above it which are the Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. The Constitution can be utilized to form an organization, from the sovereign state organization, international organizations, legal entity organization, professional organization, social organization, and general community organization. However, the consequence of Indonesia being a republic union state is that the "constitution" of each organization in Indonesia must be in accordance with the nation's constitution as a reflection of unity between legal entities within the union state.
The existence of an organization that contradicts the constitution will surely disturb the common order and the execution of Indonesian state and people's system, especially if such organization aims to change the Indonesian constitution. The Indonesian constitution has also regulated parties authorized to disband an organization who contradicts the constitution.
In Article XVII of Law Number 17 of 2013 regarding Community Organization about Sanctions, it is regulated that the disbanding of Community Organization must be preceded by an admonition, temporary suspension, and then disbanding through court proceedings. In Chapter 68 of the Community Organization Law, the disbanding of an organization is done by a Judicative Institution through court verdict, however, Chapter 62 of the Government Regulation in Lieu of Law Number 2 of 2017 regarding the Amendment on Law Number 17 of 2013 regarding Community Organization states that the disbanding of Community Organizations that contradicts with the constitution can only be done through the administrative admonition, temporary suspension of activity, and later the revocation of listed certification or the revocation of lawful institution status by the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, thus clearly shows that the disbanding of a Community Organization can be done directly by the Executive institution. The current inequality causes an anomaly in the society about who is actually have the right to disband a Community Organization that contradicts the Constitution and disturb public order, and whether the previous laws has covered issues that occur in the society or is a government regulation in lieu of a law truly necessary to overcome said issues. This research aims to review the authority of national institution that supposed to be able to disband community organizations that contradicts the constitution.
THEORY/CALCULATION
According to Thomas Hobbes, a nation is formed as a result of a social contract in which the members that will become the unity of said nation agreed to bond themselves into a union. The process of bonding within a vessel called a nation requires an authoritative organization that runs according to the governmental form and system that is based on consensus held among the members. A nation in this case is represented by an authoritative organization where said authority grants special right to manage the execution of activities in the nation, which can be interpreted as a special sovereignty to execute the highest authority and also be called as state power. According to Hans Kelsen the state power is a form of validity and effect that give rise to rights and obligation from a national legal order. 1 When reading literature works regarding political, governmental, and legal discipline, one often finds the term power, authority, and right. Power frequently considered similar to authority and the term power also often used interchangeably with the term authority. Even authority also frequently considered similar to rights. Power usually in the form of relation in a sense that "there is the ruler and the ruled". 2 State power can be absolute (Staat-absulutisme) or limited and in terms of ensuring the nation's activity, its power encompasses all aspect of the society's life 3 and therefore in this regard, there are several views regarding said state power. George Jellinek states that the law is a representation of the will of the country. Thus the country creates the law, and therefore is considered the only source of law, and the nation has the highest power or sovereignty while no organization beside the nation has the right to establish the law 4 . According to the theory stated by Thomas Hobbes and Hans Kelsen, it is obvious that in the context of Indonesia being a representation of the people (due to the society's agreement) has the power to organize all things in the country.
Power can have the same meaning with right because the powers held by the Executive, Legislative, and Judicative are formal powers. Power also an essential element of a Nation in the process of government establishment among other elements, which are the law; authority; justice; honesty; conservation policy; and policy 5 . The authority in the disbanding of Community organization is related to the authority of public law. The authority of public law is a right to create legal consequence which is legally public by nature, such as issuing regulation, making decisions or establishing a plan with legal consequences. Only entities that have public law authorities that confirms or in accordance to the law can create legal consequence with which is legally public. The public law authority only belongs to the "ruler". 6 Philipus M. Hadjon explains that authority is earned from three sources: attribution, delegation, and mandate. Attributive authorities usually outlined through the division of state power by the Constitution, while delegated authority and mandated authorities are bestowed. 7 Indroharto, as quoted by Paulus Efendi explained three natures of authority, the first is an authority that is binding, which happens when the basic rule determines when and in what condition said authority can be used or at least determined the content and decision to be taken, the second is an authority that is facultative, which happens when the national administrative entity or official isn't obliged to apply his authority or at least still has a choice, even when such choice can only be taken in certain situations as determined in the basic rule, the third is a free authority where the basic rule gave freedom to the institution or official to determine the content his decision or the basic rule gave a scope of freedom to the concerned administrative official. 8 Therefore, we can see that the relationship between authority and institution in this country is very close to one another. State institution in Indonesia is given authorities to execute the power. These authorities varied from one another. The ranks of institution regulated by the 1945 Constitution, especially in terms of the state high institution, are arranged to not overlap and has the function to oversee one another.
The state power stated in the constitution can be executed if there are organs that support the power. The organs or institution formed must be manned by people capable of running the power 9 . Montesquie explains how important it is for every entity to have members and separated functions, in other words, the absence of people holding dual position within multiple entities, furthermore, entities have their own function that must not overlap one another. Montesquie also explains his suggestion in the form of three entity of power, the executive, legislative and judiciary which are run by separate people who are competent in their field. He also state:
"When the leguskatuve and executive powers are united in the sam person, ore the same body of magistrates, there can be no loberty… Again, there no is liberty, if the judicial power be not separated from legislative and executive.
Were it joined with the legislative, the life and liberty or the subject would be exposed to arbitraty control; for the judge would then be the legislator. Were it joinde the executive however, the judge migh behave with violence and opperession. There would be an end to everything, were the same man, or the same body, whether of the nobles or of the people, to exercise thos three powers, that of enacthing laws, that of executing the public resolution, and of trying the causes of individuals" 10 According to Montesquie, the importance of state power division is to guarantee and protect the people's right from despotic government rule. The division of power is basically beneficial to the development of democracy and the government of a nation. In its development, the execution of Trias Politia is difficult to apply in almost all country, therefore, a new idea emerged as an interpretation of Trias Politica called Division of Powers. 11
RESULTS
The research's result shows that the government institution which in this term is the Ministry of Law and Human Rights and the Judicative Institution, in this case the Supreme Court has authority to disband Community Organization that contradicts with the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. However, in order to establish justice for the organizations, the disbanding should be done by the Judicative institution in order to be objective, but not by the Supreme Court but the Constitutional Court since the existence of Community Organization is closely relate with the Constitutional Right the way it is to the Political Parties. This research suggest the disbanding of Community Organization that contradicts with the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia to be done by the Constitutional Court preceded by material examination on the positive law currently in effect.
DISCUSSION The State Institution's Authority in Disbanding Community Organization that Contradicts the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia
Before discussing the State Institution's authority in disbanding community organizations, it is a necessary to know why the State Institution has authority to govern a life in a state. The State according to Thomas Hobbes, is formed due to social contract in which the members who become a state union agreed to bond themselves into a unity. The process of bonding within a vessel called a state requires an authoritative organization run according to the governmental form and system according to consensus of the members. The State in this case is represented by authoritative organization where the power specifically grants authority to govern the activities in that country which implies a special sovereignty to execute the highest authority which usually called state power. According to Hans Kelsen, the State Power is a form of validity and effect which brings forth rights and obligations from a national legal order. 12 State power can be absolute (Staat-absulutisme) or limited and in terms of ensuring the nation's activity, its power encompasses all aspect of the society's life 13 and therefore in this regard, there are several views regarding said state power. George Jellinek states that the law is a representation of the will of the country. Thus, the country creates the law, and therefore is considered the only source of law, and the nation has the highest power or sovereignty while no organization beside the nation has the right to establish the law 14 . According to the theory stated by Thomas Hobbes and Hans Kelsen, it is obvious that in the context of Indonesia being a representation of the people (due to the society's agreement) has the power to organize all things in the country. This is shown in the formulation of Pancasila and the Indonesian constitution which is the 1945 Constitution which involves various groups of Indonesian society. Therefore, the State of Indonesia has the power to govern all that is within the State. One of the manifestations of this power lies in the Government's authority and the Parliament forming the Law as regulated in Chapter 5 article 1 of 1945 Constitution. The authority to form a Law manifested in the Community Organization Law (both the old and new ones).
The state power stated in the constitution can be executed if there are organs that support the power. The organs or institution formed must be manned by people capable of running the power 15 . Montesquie explains how important it is for every entity to have members and separated functions, in other words, the absence of people holding dual position within multiple entities, furthermore, entities have their own function that must not overlap one another. Montesquie also explains his suggestion in the form of three entities of power, the executive, legislative and judiciary which are run by separate people who are competent in their field. He also state:
"When the legislative and executive powers are united in the same person, or the same body of magistrates, there can be no liberty… Again, there no is liberty, if the judicial power be not separated from legislative and executive.
Were it joined with the legislative, the life and liberty of the subject would be exposed to arbitraty control; for the judge would then be the legislator. Were it joined the executive however, the judge might behave with violence and opperession. There would be an end to everything, were the same man, or the same body, whether of the nobles or of the people, to exercise those three 12 powers, that of enacting laws, that of executing the public resolution, and of trying the causes of individuals" 16 According to Montesquie, the importance of state power division is to guarantee and protect the people's right from despotic government rule. The division of power is basically beneficial to the development of democracy and the government of a nation. In its development, the execution of Trias Politia is difficult to apply in almost all country, therefore, a new idea emerged as an interpretation of Trias Politica called Division of Powers 17 . Within the context of Indonesia, the Division of Powers theory was adapted into the dividing of power to several State Institutions.
The State Institutions are Institutions or state organs regulated in the 1945 Constitution 18 . The State Institutions ideally represented by three types of power, Legislative, Executive, and Judicative, however in its development, several countries implemented their institutions not according the aforementioned Trias Politika, this is due to the state institutions functionally required to support the nation and state life of that country. According to Padmo Wahjono, such thing is allowed as long as there are basic role in the state institution's activity. 19 More importantly the power of a state institution must not be gathered into one person or entity to avoid absolute power.
A constituted state will bring forth consequences in its activities, namely the number and types of state institution must be written, stated, regulated, and limited in the constitution, which in the case of Indonesia is the 1945 Constitution 20 . According to Yusril Izra Mahendra, the Constitution is a legal document filled with chapters that contains basic norms in the organizing of a state, the relation between the people and the state, and the state institutions 21 . This statement is similar to K.C Wheare's opinion in his book titled Modern Constitution which says "constitution may establish the principal institution of government, such as the houses of the legislature, an executive council, and a supreme court" 22 . The state institution can be also called as the permanent state institution, due to it being written and stated in the 1945 Constitution, thus making any changes or replacements require long processes and must fulfill conditions, therefore, the process of changes or replacements must go through the People's Consultative Assembly. Set and discuss Draft Bills c. Accept Draft Bills submitted by the Regional Representative Council (regarding regional autonomy; relations between central and regional government; the forming, expanding and merging of regions; management of natural and other economical resources; and the balancing of central and regional finance) d. Discussing Draft Bills submitted by the President or the Regional Representative Council e. To set a Law together with the President f. Approve or deny Government Regulations in Lieu of the Law (submitted by the President) to be set as a Law.
On the other hand, the Judicative Authority has the right to interpret the contents of law or to issue sanctions on every violations of the law. The Indonesian Judicative Institution has the function to administer judicature power. In Indonesia, there are three institutions connected with the administration of said power. Those institutions are the Supreme Court, the Constitutional Court, and the Judiciary Commission.
The Judicative Functions can be distinguished into the criminal law issue, civil law issue (marriage, divorce, inheritance, custody); constitutional law issue (regarding the interpretation of the constitution); administrative law issue (law regulating the state administration); international law issue (international treaty According to P. Nicolai as quoted by Ridwan HR., in his book titled "State Administration Law", authority (bevoegdheid, competence, legal power) is a legal power according to the law or the power of a position, and contains the meaning of ability to perform certain legal action, and also came from the law of active legal regulations. 23 .
According to the explanation regarding the distribution of authority and the theory of authority explained by Nicolo, state institution mentioned above has the authority granted by the 1945 Constitution. The President and the House of Representatives has the power to make Laws. One of the products of said power granted by the 1945 Constitution is the Community Organization Law. The Community Organization Law itself has been amended three times. Article 62 of Law number 16 of 2017 regarding the Establishment of Government Regulations in Lieu of the Law number 17 of 2013 regarding the Community Organization states that written admonition as meant by Article 61 paragraph (1) letter a can only be granted once in the time span of 7 (seven) working days since the date of issue. In the case that the Community Organization doesn't comply with the written admonition within the time span as meant in paragraph (1), the Minister and the minister who carry out the governmental affairs in the field of law and human rights will, according to their authorities will impose termination of activity sanction. In the case that the Community Organization doesn't comply to the termination of activity sanction as stated in paragraph (2), the Minister and the minister who carry out the governmental affairs in the field of law and human rights will, according to their authorities will perform certificate revocation or legal entity status revocation. Article 62 of this new Community Organization Law emphasizes that the disbanding of Community Organizations is performed directly by the government.
Menurut According to the Attribution authority granting theory stated by Sadjijono, attribution is the granting of new government authority by a clause within the constitution or the legislation. The attribution granting is done by the legislator as the original authority. The Attribution Authority (Atributie Bevoegdheid) is the governmental authority earned from the legislation, and thus the said authority has been regulated in the legislation currently in effect, this authority is the called as the legality principle (legalititetbeginsel) 24 . The granting of authority according to the old and the new Community Organization Law is legal due to being mandated by the Law. However, based on the legislation making principle, the new regulation will put the old one aside (lex Posteriori derogat legi Priori) and thus the authority to disband the Community Organization which contradicts belongs to the executives. This statement is also based in the positivism of law where legislation is the main source of law.
However, there is a shortcoming if the executives, which in this case the Department of Law and Human Rights, is to impose a disbanding sanction to the Community Organizations that contradicts with Pancasila, they will bring forth subjectivity and arbitrariness. This means that if the community organization doesn't go with the will of the government, it can be disbanded with the basis of contradicting the ideology. On the other hand, if disbanding is done by the executive institution, it will cause resistance from the disbanded organization through appeal to the State Administrative Court, making them unable to say their defense on behalf of the organization's existence before being disbanded by the government.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LAW AND POWER
Within a nation, the relationship between the law and power highly depends on the facts regarding the society conditions on the field. Constitutionally, the power exist in a lawful state will be limited within its scope of power which has been regulated by the law itself, thus the power will not exist if the law within a state doesn't want it to, and the law will not be executed effectively if there is no power to enforce it. The order in a state is very dependent on the relationship between the powers regulated by the law. If basically the power exceeds the law regulating it, there will be violations and abuse of violations, or more radically, a set back into a state of absolute power.
Therefore it is required to be acknowledged that when a law has decreed something as it is, a actual enforcement is needed to realize the order, however, our country is not a Law-Legalistic Oriented State, instead the law must be rational and capable to look into the society's conditions since the state, despite being the sole source of law and has the highest position, must be able to use its logic and look at the society's needs, which bring us back to the concept stated by Thomas Hobbes: the Social Contract. According to Jimly Asshiddiqie, the democracy will put forward the will of people whereas the lawful state will put forward the rule of law 25 , thus the society's needs and stability must be considered.
The Position of the Court of Justice or the Judge within the Indonesian Legal System
In the old Community Organization Law, the one who can make the verdict of disbanding a Community Organization who contradicts the Constitution is the Judicative institution which according to its nature, is a state institution who judges and also a state institution who enforce the law. According to K Wantjik Saleh, the judicial power is an institution separated from the governmental and legislative power, and also free from the two power's influence. Bagir Manan also states that the judicial power comprised of the highest judicial power and lower judicial power 26 .
Furthermore, he mentioned that the independent judicial law must have several traits, which is: 1) the judicial power is the power to carry out justice or justicial function which encompasses the power to decide an issue or dispute and the power to make a legal provisions, 2) the independent judicial power is meant to ensure the independency of judges from various anxiety or fear of intervention on verdicts or legal provisions by other parties, 3) the independent judicial power is meant to ensure that the judges will act objectively, honestly, and neutral, 4) the supervision of judicial power is done solely through ordinary and extraordinary legal effort, 5) the independent judicial power forbids any interventions from powers outside the judicial power, 6) all actions performed by the judge are solely in accordance to the law 27 .
Within the judicial powers there are also several principles that must also be held by everyone who runs the judicial power, some of which are the judge's freedom principle, the justice done "for the Justice based on the Belief in the One and Only God" principle, the simple, quick, and cost efficient principle, the opened for public court principle, the assembly of the assembly principle, and the objectivity principle. The above principle becomes the spirit of the old Community Organization Law regarding the reason why the disbanding of Community Organizations is done by the Judicial Institution which at the time is the Supreme Court whose function is to adjudicate law cases on the cassation level, to try the statutory regulations under the law against the law itself, and has other authority granted by the law.
The Government as the Executor of Law
Executive came from the word execution. The executive institutions is an institution appointed to be the executor of legislations made by the legislative. The executive power is usually held by the executive entity, which in the context of Indonesian administration are the President and Vice President.the executives is the government in a narrow scope that executes the government, establishment, and community based on the legislation and state direction to achieve the state's objective set beforehand. The organization is the cabinet or the council of ministers where each ministers, in carrying out their task, authority, and obligations, leads their respective departments. The Government as the executive institutions is one of the state institutions which has an important role in the running of a state's government, especially in Indonesia. The Government who runs its function and authority according to the law has obligation in the matter of national economic stability, politics, or security.
Just as mentioned above, the government runs its function and authority according to the law and can only make new regulations that supports the governing activity. To support one of the needs of the society in politics, the executive provide a vessel called the Community Organization. Problem arises when the Community Organizations starts to overstep his functions as a channel of the people's aspiration and starts to endanger the national security system, this is where the executive institutions as mandated by the law are obliged to keep the Community Organization's role at its place, especially since the Community Organization earns permission from the government, particularly the Ministry of Law and Human Rights.
Within the State Administration Law, the contrarius actus is when an entity or an administrative official issues an administrative decision automatically, the administrative entity/official involved has the authority to abort it. Further, Philipus M. Hadjon and Tatiek Sri Djatmiati, in his book called the Legal Argumentation (2009), states that the contrarius actus principle within a State Administration Law is the principle that states that State Administration Entity or Official who issues State Administration Decree is also have authority to abort it. When, in the future, there is a mistake, the decree will be reviewed 28 .
Furthermore, M. Lutfi Chakim explains that in practice, if a State Administrative Decree contains an administrative mistake or a juridical flaw, the one who has right to revoke a state administrative decree is the official/agency that issue the decree and done with equal or higher regulation. Also, within the the revocation process of a state administrative decree, principles and regulations in effect must be brought to attention, unless the law strictly forbids the revocation and thus, in short, the State Administration Official who issued the state administration decree is automatically the one who can abort it.
The Contratirus Actus Principle become the foundation of the Government Regulation in Lieu of Community Organization Law of 2017, which has been transformed into the new Community Organization Law, to grant authority to the Government through the Ministry of Law and Human Rights to directly disband a Community Organization without the court line as stated by the old law. Aside of that, sociological reasons also pushes the government to immediately disband organizations that are considered bringin harm to the society and disturbing national stability.
From this new regulation, it can be concluded that the government wants to keep the state's sovereingity from a community organization who overstepped its function as written in the law and the government also behaved progressively by adding things forbidden for the organization to do specifically within the new Community Organization Law. This is shown solely to ensure a stable administrative system and also protects the state sovereignity that is based on the original ideology.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT AS AN ALTERNATIVE
Debates that arise today is about who is the most appropriate to disband the community organization. Is it the Judicative Institution as the sole institution authorized to adjudicate or the Executive Institution as the national entity who strive to carryout one of its function to stabilize the nation?
It is required to understand that in regards of both institutions' juridical aspect, the one who has right to disband a community organization is the Judicative Institution as stated by the old Community Organization Law, however the process that went through the institution will be lengthy while the urgency in the society at the time need a regulation that can accommodate the government to stabilize national security. The government who issued the Government Regulation in Liew of Community Organization Law can easily become the stabilitator for national security, however a man is still a man, and so a new mechanism that can ensure the government to be a security enforcer and also join the Judicative Institution in enforcing justice and the sole institution authorized to adjudicate.
The Constitutional Court is an institution form as a states highest institution within the administrative element which hold absolute power in the judicial system to try laws against the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, thus the verdicts made are also final and binding. Considering the judicial process stated in the old Community Organization Law must go through a lengthy process, it is a different case whene it comes to the Constitutional Court, since the verdicts are final and binding so the process will be shorter and in accordance of the short, economical, and simple judicial process principle.
If the 1945 Constitution states that the one who is authorized to disband a Political Party is the Constitutional Court, then we must review that structurally and organically, the Community Organization and Political Party are different, but essentially, they are formed as accommodation of the people's aspiration and frequently a community organization will develop into a Political Party.
CONCLUSIONS
As explained before that a state grants some of its power to the state institution whose authority has been determined in the state's constitution, which in Indonesia's case is the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indoensia. The said divided state power within the Indonesian Administration, better known as the division of power, is then granted to the Executive Institution as the executor of Law, the Legislative Institution who makes the Law, and the Judicative Institution as the institution who adjudicates and enforces the Law.
The state institutions in truth are very related to the law since it concerns with the power and also depends on the facts within the society's condition, which if linked to current phenomena, which is the disbanding of community organizations, then the powers, especially the legislative must be review normatively regarding who is the most appropriate to disband a community organization. If it concerns the executive institution, there will be an attributive division of power in the disbanding of an organization, and if it concerns the judicative institution, it will concerns the essence of that institution as the one who adjudicate.
In the discipline of law, there is a principle called "Lex Posterior Derogat Legi Priori", which states that new law put aside the old on. This means that according to this principle, the one who has authority to disband the community organizations is the government as the institution stated by the new law, however, if one refer to the judicial principle, such cases should have been handed over to the judiciary institution.
It is required to understand that in regards of both institutions' juridical aspect, the one who has right to disband a community organization is the Judicative Institution as stated by the old Community Organization Law, however the process that went through the institution will be lengthy while the urgency in the society at the time need a regulation that can accommodate the government to stabilize national security.
The government who issued the Government Regulation in Liew of Community Organization Law can easily becomes the stabilitator for national security, however a man is still a man, and so a new mechanism that can ensure the government to be a security enforcer and also join the Judicative Institution in enforcing justice and the sole institution authorized to adjudicate.
The Constitutional Court is an institution form as a states highest institution within the administrative element which hold absolute power in the judicial system to try laws against the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, thus the verdicts made are also final and binding.
Considering the judicial process stated in the old Community Organization Law must go through a lengthy process, it is a different case whene it comes to the Constitutional Court, since the verdicts are final and binding so the process will be shorter and in accordance of the short, economical, and simple judicial process principle.
If the 1945 Constitution states that the one who is authorized to disband a Political Party is the Constitutional Court, then we must review that structurally and organically, the Community Organization and Political Party are different, but essentially, they are formed as accommodation of the people's aspiration and frequently a community organization will develop into a Political Party. 
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